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Introduction

• What is my project and why is this interesting to me and others?

• I really like learning about gravity. I was interested to do my project about gravity because of 
learning about when Isaac Newton discovered gravity. When an apple fell on Isaac Newton's head, 
he realized that some force must be acting on falling objects like apples because it would be 
impossible for apples to start moving on their own. I think others might be interested in my project 
because maybe they are into the subject of gravity like me and can learn about the physics of falling 
objects and try it themselves. Also, they can learn how to calculate energy of a falling object.

• My project is to investigate how water balloon weight and drop height will influence if the balloon 
will burst when it hits the ground. I will calculate the energy of the water balloon when it is falling 
and hits the ground and see how much energy it takes to make the water balloon burst.
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Introduction

• What I know about gravity and free, falling objects

• Gravity is natural phenomenon by which all things with mass or energy, including 
the planets, stars ,and galaxies are attracted to one another. On Earth, gravity gives weight to 
things. It is also why the moon orbits around the Earth and that’s also why all the planets are 
orbiting around the sun. On Earth gravity pulls us to the ground so that if we jump, we don't fly 
right into space. Like if I drop my bag, it does not float up into the air. It falls.

• Free fall is any motion of an object where gravity is the only force acting upon it. Galileo had a 
hypothesis if that if you drop two things with different mass if the there is no air drag, they fall at 
the same time. The Astronaut David Scott tested if Galileo's theory on the Moon where he 
conducted it with a falcon feather and a hammer and he dropped it and they landed on the 
ground at the same time because there is no air drag on the Moon. This showed that gravity 
works equally on all objects with different masses.



Introduction

• What makes a falling object burst/explode? Impact force and calculating it

• So, if gravity affects objects of different mass the same, what physical forces control what 
happens when that free falling object (balloon) hits the ground? When you use the energy from 
your body (and the food you've eaten) to pick up a ball from the ground your putting energy into 
the ball when you throw it. Like when you throw a ball, lifting a water balloon creates potential 
energy in the balloon. When you drop the balloon, it becomes kinetic energy. When the balloon 
hits the ground all that energy acts on balloon to deform it and stretch the rubber. If the impact 
has enough energy, then the water balloon will burst into pieces.

• The impact energy of a falling water balloon a product of mass, drop height and gravity 
(F=m*h*g). So, If I know the mass and height of a water balloon, I can calculate the energy of 
the falling water balloon and determine the amount energy needed to make my water 
balloons burst. With that number we can make predictions about future water balloon drops. 



Question and Hypothesis

My Question is, Does impact force calculation(F=m*g*h) predict 
whether the water balloon will burst.

My Hypothesis is that I can calculate how much energy 
hast to be in the water balloon to make it burst and use that 
calculation to predict what will happen to additional water 
balloons.



Experimental methods

Experiment 1: So, my dad got up on a later so we could drop the balloons at a height and my sisters 
measured the mass of the different water balloons and I wrote down the mass the height and if it 
burst or not. now I will decide on the height that would reasonably make the water balloon pop. My 
dad dropped the balloon and we observed what happened. The result was recorded. We did that 
until all 43 balloons were dropped. Then I created a data table and typed in the mass and the 
height I dropped the balloons from in feet. The data table was used to turn feet into meters. Then 
we calculated the impact energy by using the formula with the mass and height by doing that we 
made a graph the burst and not burst balloons with mass and height and the graphs we made 
where used to help us with the second Experiment.



Experimental Methods

• Experiment 2: We decided to drop all balloons in experiment 2 from a 
height of 8 ft. We filled up water balloons, weighed them one at a 
time, and used the computer to calculate the impact energy. From 
the data in experiment 1, and the caluclated impact energy we made 
a prediction about if the balloon would burst. The balloon was 
dropped and the outcome recorded. This was done for 16 balloons.



Results – Experiment 1

• When we dropped the balloons there was a mixture 
of balloons that burst and some that didn't. Figure 1 
shows the mass and drop height of the balloons we tested 
and yes or no if the water balloon burst. We expected 
there might be a bigger separation of the yes (green) or 
no (red), but this was not the case. It does seem that the 
heavier balloons were easier to burst at most drop 
heights and the lighter balloons were the ones that 
behaved more weirdly. From this data it was not clear 
how to predict outcome based on impact energy.

• We then decided to look at likelihood of bursting 
based upon different categories of impact energy. Figure 
2 shows that there is a relationship between impact 
energy and likelihood of bursting, because high energy 
impacts (>3.5) burst every time and low energy impacts 
(<2.5) did not burst very often. The middle groups seem 
to be unpredictable, as they burst about half the time.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Did the balloon burst?



Results – Experiment 2
Balloon Mass (g) Height (ft) Height (m) Impact Energy Prediction Outcome

1 147 8 2.44 3.513yes correct

2 137 8 2.44 3.274yes wrong

3 142 8 2.44 3.393yes wrong

4 188 8 2.44 4.492yes correct

5 149 8 2.44 3.560yes correct

6 87 8 2.44 2.079no correct

7 139 8 2.44 3.321no worng

8 121 8 2.44 2.891no correct

9 141 8 2.44 3.369yes wrong

10 101 8 2.44 2.413no correct

11 157 8 2.44 3.752yes wrong

12 109 8 2.44 2.605no correct

13 155 8 2.44 3.704yes wrong

14 151 8 2.44 3.608no correct

15 179 8 2.44 4.277yes correct

16 144 8 2.44 3.443no wrong

• So, in table one there is 16 balloons 
that we dropped all the balloons 
from the same height. We used 
the bar graph in Experiment 1 
(Figure 2) we predicted what will 
happen to the water balloons in, so 
we calculated the energy to help us 
with are prediction and it had I mix 
of right and wrong. We were right 
9 out of 16 balloons. Not very 
good. For drops with an imapct
energy of higher than 3.5 we were 
right 5 out of 7 times. That was 
pretty good. For drops under 2.5, 
we were right 2 out of 2 times.

Table 1



Discussion

▪ My hypothesis was that I can calculate how much energy must be in a 
falling water balloon to make it burst and use that calculation to predict what will 
happen to additional water balloons. My hypothesis did not prove to be correct. I 
was able to make good predictions when the impact energy was above 3.5 or less 
than 2.5. However, when the energy was between 2.5 and 3.5 it was hard to 
predict what would happen when it falls because it seemed to be a 50/50 chance 
each result.

▪ So, I could calculate energy to predict what would happen to additional water 
balloons, but there were some things I couldn't control that made the results 
unpredictable. Variables like how the balloon falls and hits the ground or if the 
rubber was thin and cheaply made were out of my control. Maybe if I could 
control more of these then I think my hypothesis could work. If I made my own 
water balloons with a stretchier shell making them harder to burst, then it could 
make my predictions more likely to come true. If I could better how the balloons 
fell, maybe they would all fall straight down and hit the ground the same way.



Implications for future research

• This is a common experimental method, just dropping water balloons, but you can 
change the way you're doing the project to test different ideas. By testing if you drop a 
water balloon on different surfaces you can see the differences caused by those surfaces 
on impact. You could also try filling different liquids inside the balloon. You could also 
try different brands of balloons or balloon made of different materials.

• This was my first science project and I hope to build on this first experience. Like I can 
make my own water balloons and test how much impact energy it takes to make them 
burst so I know to make it stronger. I also learned that if I was having a water balloon 
fight and I have small hands I would use a small water balloon, but it takes a lot of power 
to make it break. Maybe it would be neat to make a tiny water balloon that will break 
with not that much force. I can do anything after this project. I also think scientists can 
learn from this project because they can learn more on free fall and impact energy and 
do something with that to change the world or just learn more and make stronger rubber 
for people. Stronger rubber would be useful to make a protective outfits to wear during 
dangerous activities like bike riding or mountaing climbing or bungee jumping.
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